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ABSTRACT 
It is well known that a symmetrical "parent" BIBD gives rise to two related designs. 
Parker has given an example in which a design with the parameters of a residual design 
exists (a quasi-residual design), but the "parent" symmetric design is known not to 
exist; thus the quasi-residual design can not be embedded in a larger symmetric design. 
The present paper introduces operators to obtain the related designs, and records 
certain infinite families of quasi-residual designs which are not residual designs of any 
symmetric design. 
]. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper, Parker [6] proved that the complement of a BIBD 
is again a BIBD. For bibliographic purposes, it might be pointed out that 
this result was noted in 1936 by Yates when he first introduced these 
designs [Ann. Eugenics 7, p. 134]; it was subsequently noted in 1939 by 
Bose [Ann. Eugenics 9, p. 354], and has since then been noted and used 
many times, for example, in [5, p. 124] and in [3, pp. 20-21]. It is implicitly 
used in [7], where only designs with k < v/2 are listed, and a formal 
statement and proof is found in [8]. This listing from the literature is 
probably not complete, but does provide a partial reference list. 
Parker needed this result for his discussion of the interesting 
phenomenon provided by the BIBD (34, 34, 22, 22, 14). This design does 
not exist, in virtue of the Chowla-Ryser-Schutzenberger Theorem, since 
k -- ,~ is not a perfect square. However, a design with the parameters of 
the residual design, namely, (12, 33, 22, 8, 14), does exist since it is the 
complement of (12, 33, l l ,  4, 3), which exists by Hanani's results [4]. 
These designs, with the same parameters as a residual design, have been 
called quasi-residual designs in [9]. Consequently, Parker's result shows 
that there exist parameter sets for which no member of the family of 
quasi-residual designs is a residual design. 
The purpose of the present note is to describe some operator elations 
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which cast further light on the above result, and which indicate that there 
exist even simpler illustrations of its occurrence. At the same time, the 
operator elations make it easy to record infinite families of such results. 
2. THE OPERATORS C, R, AND D 
We clarify the situation with regard to related designs by introducing 
three operators C, R, and D. Thus, if A is a design, CA refers to the 
complementary design. If we write A = (v, b, r, k, ~), then 
CA = (v ,b ,b  -- r ,v  -- k ,b  -- 2 r_  A); 
of course, in using this notation, we must realize that the mere specification 
of parameters does not determine A uniquely. Thus we should interpret 
the symbol (v, b, r, k, A) to mean "a design with parameters (v, b, r, k, A)". 
Suppose that A is a symmetric design (v, v, k, k, A); then deletion of one 
block and all the varieties contained in it produces .the residual design 
RA(v -- k, v -- 1, k, k -- )t, A). 
Also, retention of only the varieties in a fixed block B1, that is, formation 
of the intersections of B 1 with all other blocks, produces the derived 
design 
DA(k ,v -  1 ,k -  1, )t, I - -  1). 
If A is a symmetric design, so is the complementary design CA, and so 
we may form the designs RCA and DCA from it by residuation and 
derivation. The set of related designs can be schematically shown in 
Figure 1. 
A (v,v,k,k ,~.) CA(v,v,v- k,v-k,v-2k + )',) 
(v- k,v- I, k, ~ C A ( k , v - l , v -  k, k- ;k,v- 2k +X) 
CRCA (k, v-I, k-I, X, X-l) 
CRA(v - k,v-I, v-k-l,v-2k +X, v- 2k +X-I) 
FmURE 1. Designs obtainable from a symmetric A. 
From Figure 1, we have the immediate suggestion of 
THEOREM 1. The complement o f  the residual o f  A is the derived design 
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of the complement of A, that is, CRA = DCA. From the operator point of 
view, CR = DC. 
PROOF: Blocks of CRA are formed by deleting from A all varieties 
in a fixed block B1 to give RA, and then complementing the blocks of RA. 
So B~ in CRA contains all varieties not in B~ from A, except hose in B1 9 
If we use all v varieties for our universal set, then 
a , (CRa)  = ~I (A)  - B~(A). 
To obtain DCA, we first complement blocks of A. Thus 
B,(CA) = B~(A). 
We then retain only those varieties in the block B~(A), that is, 
B~(CA) = SXA) c~ B;(A). 
These two sets are the same; hence the result is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. CRCA = CR(CA) = DC(CA) = DA. As is obvious 
from Figure 1, this is the dual result. 
COROLLARY 2. CDA = C(DA) = C(CRCA) = RCA; thus we find 
the operator elation CD = RC. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THE OPERATORS 
From Figure 1, we see that CRCA is a design with block length A; such 
designs always exist for A = 1. On the other hand, it is not necessary 
that every geometry A(k 2 -- k + 1, k 2 -- k + 1, k, k, 1) exist; in particular, 
it is known that such a design does not exist for k = 7. So we obtain 
THEOREM 2. Whenever A(v, v, k, k, 1) does not exist, then the com- 
plementary design CA does not exist, but a quasi-residual design corres- 
ponding to CA does exist (since RCA and CRCA exist or fail to exist 
together). 
Similarly, in the case A = 2, many designs are known not to exist; 
for example, (22, 22, 7, 7, 2) does not exist. But CRCA has block length 2, 
and thus does exist (and so does its residual). This is probably the simplest 
non-trivial analogue of Parker's result: (22, 22, 15, 15, I0) does not exist, 
but its residual does. 
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We can thus enunciate 
THEOREM 3. Whenever A(v, v, k, k, 2) does not exist, then CA does not 
exist but both RCA and CRCA exist. Indeed, CRCA is made up of all (~) 
pairs on k symbols. 
COROLLARY. ]f k = 4t § 2, where t :/: c z, or /f k = 4t § 3, where 
t ~: c 2 q- c, then RCA and CRCA exist, but A(v, v, k, k, 2) does not exist; 
also CA does not exist. In particular, this situation occurs for k ~ 7, 10, 
14, 15 (modulo 16). 
For h ----- 3, CRCA becomes a triple system or copies thereof. All such 
designs exist (see [1], [2]), and so we can state 
THEOREM 4. Whenever A(v, v, k, k, 3) does not exist, then CA does not 
exist, but both RCA and CRCA exist. 
The last case for which we can always be sure of design existence is 
when the blocks have length 4 (see [4]). We thus have 
THEOREM 5. Whenever A(v, v, k, k, 4) does not exist, then CA does not 
exist, but both RCA and CRCA exist. 
Just as in Theorem 3, we can obtain an infinitude of such cases for 
particular k values in the 
COROLLARY. If k = 8t + 4, where t ~ 2c ~, or if k = 8t § 5, where 
t~2c  z~:c ,  then RCA and CRCA exist, but A (v ,v ,k ,k ,  4) and its 
complement CA do not exist. In particular, this situation occurs for k :-- 12 
(modulo 16). 
4. CONCLUSION 
The operators C, R, and D may be used upon a symmetric design A 
to obtain a whole system of related designs, as illustrated in Figure 1. 
It thence appears that quasi-residual designs frequently exist, even when 
the original designs A do not exist. 
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